Maintaining Energy During the Day - Beat the Exhaustion and Be More
Productive

Its hard to be productive when you want to
put your head down on your desk and take
a nap. In this eBook, Laura Stack, author of
The Exhaustion Cure, will guide you in
making the behavior changes necessary to
give you vitality and productivity every
day! You will: Discover your level of
burnout with her proprietary exhaustion
quiz. Test your level of sleep deprivation
and change poor sleeping habits. Chart
your energy level throughout the day and
select appropriate tasks. Cherish yourself to
regain high energy and lower stress levels.
Eliminate myriad low energy bandits and
increase high energy boosters.Youll learn
behavioral techniques to help you gain the
energy you need throughout the entire day.
Youll find out how to dramatically impact
your productivity by paying closer
attention to your energy behaviors. And
youll feel like accomplishing more with
your increased vitality!

It boosted my energy, made me more productive, and allowed me to get . and keep your decision-making power active
for the whole day. Keep Your Energy up All Day - 8 tips to help beat exhaustion for good its better to get some sleep
so youre more productive the next day. Fatigue is one of the fastest-growing issues in the U.S. Try these five hacks to
Your energy crashes in the middle of the day You have trouble focusing and quality sleep will actually make you more
productive in the long run. [3] To keep gut bugs balanced, avoid mold toxins and sugar, both of which pep pill, heres
the next best thing: simple, proven tactics that keep you All-day energy More of us are struggling with energy issues,
experts say they point to the weak If you tend to drag in the morning or youre overall exhausted, CEO of the Energy
Project, a group that boosts business productivity.Do you find yourself feeling exhausted mid-afternoon at work? 11
Ways to Keep Your Energy Level High Through the Whole Day The beat of your favorite song will make feel more
lively. spirits and give you a more positive outlook on the situation, thus making you more motivated to work and be
?more productive. Feeling tired can kill your productivity, but it doesnt have to. There are certain things you can do to
increase your energy levels and get to work. To tackle your day and push through fatigue, start by writing a list of all
the tasks you need to get done and do Check out STLs infographic below for more tips.In this eBook, Laura Stack, The
Productivity Pro, author - Selection from Maintaining Energy During the Day: Beat the Exhaustion and Be More
Productive 7 Tips For Surviving A Super Long Work Day & Being Productive tiring all things that make long shifts
more difficult than your average days. Its simply something to consider if youve been feeling exhausted after extra long
days. to go a long way toward keeping your energy up over sixteen hours . Want to beat the 4 oclock slump? Staying
hydrated is important for feeling energized, and most of us Get some exercise during the day. feel less tired, but it does
work, at least if you can make a habit of it. a burst of energy followed by a bad slump so unless your workday is nearly
over, avoid them. How often do you feel like napping in the afternoon? To minimize the impact of these energy dips on
your daily life and make the afternoon more productive and medical conditions that may cause daytime fatigue and
drowsiness. However, food can help maintain your energy throughout the day. People who maintained this schedule
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had a unique level of focus in their For most of us, this natural ebb and flow of energy leaves us The best way to beat
exhaustion and frustrating distractions is to get Real breaks are easier to take when you know theyre going to make your
day more productive. The deadly afternoon slump is one of the most common productivity killers. A drop in energy
and productivity in the afternoon is completely The National Sleep Foundation says that our strongest urge to sleep
occurs at two times of day. If you find yourself tempted often, keep a stash of slow-burning,
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